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Abstract
The effectiveness of aid, among many factors, depends upon the prevailing law and order situation in the recipient economy. Despite receiving relatively large aid inflows, the economy of Pakistan has not performed well and aid effectiveness is often subject to debate. This study has analyzed the role of conflict in explaining economic growth process and aid effectiveness in case of Pakistan, I have constructed conflict index to gauge the role of conflict in Pakistan economy. By using Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) technique and fully modified OLS, the results establish negative association between aid and economic growth in Pakistan. Moreover, through construction of aid-conflict interactive term, it has been established that aid provision in presence of conflict remains ineffectual. Furthermore, results have highlighted that aid made its way to finance arms imports in Pakistan to fight terrorism. This study suggests that Pakistan cannot avail gains from aid without elimination of conflict.
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I. Introduction
The rationale of aid is more promising than its fallouts. Cheneray and Strout (1966) highlight the importance of aid in reducing twin deficits of developing countries. It implies that by reducing saving-investment gap country can reduce it trade gap as increase in investment results in higher production of exportable items. Thus, higher exports increase per capita income and growth. However, this aid-growth rapport is not that simple. Literature has highlighted that beside promoting economic growth aid plays vital role in making peace or fueling conflict, too. Moreover, purpose of aid also determines consequences and effectiveness of aid. Since WW II, aid to developing countries has increased significantly. Initially, aid was provided to mitigate the negative aftershocks of war but in few states aid was provided for military support. The aims of donor countries and needs of recipients differed over the track of aid. Currently, most of the aid recipient countries are also in list of fragile states. These countries are fragile because either they are running intrastate conflict or interstate. Many of them are facing terrorism and their economies have borne its cost. After the incident of 9/11, foreign aid has increased significantly to South Asia (especially, to Pakistan) and Middle Eastern conflict zones (Bortolleto,2010 and Sharp, 2015). Countries including Iraq, Syria, Egypt and Jorden, who are also conflict prone
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territories with low economic growth are among the top recipients of aid. In spite of high foreign aid inflows to these states, average economic growth rate is as low as 2.1%.
Here, Pakistan is no exception, high aid inflows failed to reduce twin deficit of Pakistan and growth rate also remained low. Though Pakistan has been part of different programs of IMF since 1958 and received billions of dollars’ aid since its making, outcomes and effectiveness of aid are still under question. This study questioned the effectiveness of aid in existence of conflict in Pakistan.

Considering that the rationale behind foreign assistance is to provide funds to low saving economies who are trapped in vicious circle of low economic growth, the situation gets worse when these low saving-low capital formation countries face any internal or external conflict. The countries who run a conflict may not be able to divert the foreign inflows to fill their saving-investment gap. Thus, this aid fungibility makes the aid ineffective to attain economic growth.

An ample literature on Pakistan’s economic growth and foreign aid association concludes that aid is not effective in case of Pakistan. Researches have highlighted underlying factors who hinders performance of aid, absence of sound macroeconomic policies, corruption, volatile aid inflows and aid fungibility are the leading determinants of aid ineffectiveness in case of Pakistan (e.g. Ashfaq and Ahmad 2005, Khan and Ahmed 2007, Javid and Qayyum 2011 and Mansoor et al. 2017).

Objectives, Contribution and Significance of the Study
Existing literature on aid effectiveness in Pakistan has ignored the role of conflict. This study is adding to literature by highlighting the role of conflict in tracing effectiveness of aid in Pakistan from 1972-2017. However, conflict is measured through construction of an index which includes number of terrorist attacks, bomb blasts, unemployment rate, public expenditures on education, inter and intra state conflict, weapons trade, burden of refuges, civilian and military causalities, all these variables have included in index with reference to literature. Moreover, this study has empirically assessed the impact of conflict-associated aid inflows on growth through construction of aid-conflict interactive term. By employing GMM methodology and fully modified OLS, effects of interstate, intrastate and aid inflows have estimated on arms imports of Pakistan. The organization of study is as follows: second part of article presents literature on aidgrowth, conflict-growth and aid-conflict dynamics. In third section, I have discussed historical trends of aid inflows and conflict existence in Pakistan. the model and estimation methodology along with construction of conflict index have presented in section four followed by results and policy implication in section five.

II. Aid, Growth and Conflict Dynamics
Aid is said to be effective if it increases economic growth and reduces twin deficit of economy. Moreover, aid reducing poverty and mitigating income inequality also considers effective. Literature is inconclusive in case of aid-growth relationship. Results and impacts of foreign aid on growth varies by country and type of aid. Foreign aid promotes economic growth and helps economy to attain stable socio-economic indicators like education, mortality rate, poverty reduction etc. Moreover, foreign aid increases investment, savings and GDP per capita in developing countries of Sub Saharan Africa and Central Asia (Levy 1988, Khan & Hoshino 1992, Gomanee et al. 2005, Dollar & Levin 2006). A few studies have mentioned Botswana, South Korea
and Taiwan as success stories of aid. Whereas ample literature has underlined the conditional factors in making aid effective; sound macroeconomic policies, noncorruption environment, democracy and financial openness are conditions in which aid can be effective (Boone 1996, Burnside & Dollar 1997, 2000, Javid and Qayyum 2009 etc). Though intuitively its appealing that sound macroeconomic policy environment and financial openness helps in achieving goals of aid, Durbary (1998) Hansen & Tarp (1999, 2001) have established that aid effectiveness is independent of policies and type of government. Many researches have added to existing literature by underlining that aid becomes ineffective if aid flows are volatile or aid has been provided to corrupt governing bodies (Lensink and Morrissy 2000, Hudson and Mosely 2008, Arelano et al 2009, Mansoor et al 2017 etc).

Pioneer work on conflict-growth relationship by Barro (1991) maintains that political instability increases intrastate arms conflict, this conflict hinders economic growth through destabilization of socio-economic indicators. Studies have found bilateral causality between conflict and growth. Stable growth and high per capita income make people and pressure groups fight for bigger chunk and this result in intrastate conflict, in result conflict increases as people again get into fight over economic means for survival (Keen 2000, Bates 2001).

Studies have maintained that wealth and abundant natural resources can erupt conflict. Olsson (2006) find significant positive relationship between natural resources and conflict in Botswana. Similarly, Wizarat (2014) empirically establishes that natural resources become curse for developing countries as power greedy groups and international agencies create conflict in these countries to get possession over natural resources. Hence, conflict emerged for possession and rent seeking hampers economic growth of developing countries.

On other way round, Homer-Dixon (1994) and Fearon and Laitin (2002) establish that societies with wealth and noteworthy financial assets can invest to have better management system for asset protection so that violence conflict decreases or remained under control with increase in wealth. Collier and Hoeffler (1998, 2004) find a nonlinear relationship between economic resources and the risk of armed conflicts. Using Probit and tobit regressions, they attribute natural resources as a potential source of armed conflict. Initially, conflict and risk of war increases with exploration of natural resources, but risk of further increase in conflict decreases when income inequality decreases with increase in per capita income derived from these natural resources. A line of research has found that aid triggers conflict and type of aid also plays its role. Funds provided under military aid umbrella are more likely to prompt inter as well as interstate conflict. considering that aid is fungible, funds and grants to conflict prone economies can further increase the risk of conflict as governments or military powers may use this funding to curb conflict which can respond back. Aiding intrastate conflict affected country can have even severe consequences if aid makes its way to military expenditure rather diverted to reduce twin gap of economy. This may increase interstate or regional conflict because war of arms and power among neighboring country increases with increase in military aid [Addison and Murshed 2001, Collier and Hoeffler 2007, Collier and Benedikt 2009]. For instance, figures show that nearly 40 percent of military expenditure in African countries have been financed through aid which resulted in up surging conflict and low economic growth.
International committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has added to the fact that after cold war large surplus of weapons was transferred to developing countries as a part of direct or military aid which result in inter and intra-state conflict increment. In context to military support and coalition support, many developing countries received heavy amount of armament from arms exporting countries and this transfer increased regional disparities and imbalance of power. Historically, power countries (US and Soviet Union) transferred weapons to Iran, Iraq, Syria and Egypt after the World War II under the heading of military aid but this transfer fueled inter and intra state conflicts in these countries. Factually, aid related to military expenditures, food, transportation and supplies increased the level of conflict and violence in Chechnya, Tajikistan, and Somalia, too (e.g. Kinsella 1994, Anderson 1999).

Recent literature on foreign aid and conflict nexus shows that funds provision to conflict prone countries lead to increase military fatalities (Tao et al, 2016). Strandow et al. (2013) also find that aid promotes conflict and results in increment of military fatalities by as much as 138 percent. On the contrary, Collier and Hoeflter (2002) maintain in past that aid can reduce probability of conflict by 30 percent within five years. Another line of literature has highlighted that the role of aid and conflict in process of democracy. Conflict may trigger during process of democratization (Mansfield and Snyder 1997, Snyder 2000) but aid for democracy can reduce intrastate conflict because aid can finance all promises related to infrastructure development, job creation, access to financial resources and openness [e.g. Fearon 1998, Narang and Nelson 2009, Savun and Tirone 2011]. Berman et al (2011) also supports the phenomena of aiding democracy to reduce conflict, they assess a case study of Iraq in post 9/11 scenario and uphold that improved service provision reduces insurgent violence because aid used by the public sector for provision of public goods resulted in better literacy rate and living standard.

III. Dynamics of Aid Inflow to Pakistan and Conflict Existence

Most of the aid inflows to Pakistan have come from bilateral sources and major contribution has been made by the USA. Anwar and Michaelowa (2004) calculated that more than 72 percent of official development assistance to Pakistan has come from bilateral sources, and out of which nearly half was provided by a single donor i.e. USA. Since 9/11, Pakistan has received nearly USD 32 billion from USA and almost 60 percent of this aid comes under security funds which Pakistan utilized to battle conflict. Unlike aid flows to other countries, the aid in Pakistan seems to be dependent more on geo-political factors than underlying development needs. Considering large share of aid from bilateral source, it is argued that aid in Pakistan appears to be dependent more on security and military consideration than underlying economic situation or development needs. An analysis of period in which high aid inflows were received also support this assertion. For example, the aid inflow during 1960s and 1970s was the result of Pakistan’s signing of mutual defense assistance agreements with USA in pre cold war era. Similarly, aid inflow during 1980s can be contextualized in perspective of Afghanistan

2 In 1954, SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organization) was formed with an objective to arrest growing influence of communism. The member countries include: USA, France, Great Britain, New Zealand, Australia, Philippines, Thailand and Pakistan. In 1955, Turkey, Iraq, Great Britain, Iran and Pakistan signed Baghdad Pact to protect the region against communist encroachment. In 1959, it was named as CENTO (the Central Treaty Organization) when Iraq pulled out of the Pact.
During 1990s, the USA and other multilateral donor agencies placed sanctions on economic assistance to Pakistan as Afghan war ended. Aid inflows to Pakistan dropped further after execution of nuclear tests in May 1998 and overthrowing of democratically elected government by the military in October 1999. Being under several sanctions from USA, Pakistan consequently received lowest average annual aid during 1990s. However, the sanctions were waived after incident of 9/11 attacks and Pakistan’s subsequent joining of coalition of war against terror. Pakistan received highest average annual aid of approximately USD 2.9 billion during period 2010-14. The majority of the funds have come under the Coalition Support Fund (CSF) which is the reimbursement of the cost of fighting terrorism over and above regular military cost incurred by the Pakistan. The other security-related accounts under which aid inflows have received are the Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund/Counterinsurgency Capability Fund (PCF/PCCF). There was a clear shift in US aid strategy in 2010 when USA offered non-military aid to Pakistan under Enhanced Partnership with Pakistan Act, also known as the Kerry-LugarBerman Act. The act committed USD 1.5 billion per year to Pakistan as non-military aid from 2010 to 2014. Being part of war on terror, the military expenditures in Pakistan have also observed a significant increase. For instance, during 2015-16, Pakistan has spent around USD 1,630 million on arms imports. The official accounts show that from during 2007-2016, Pakistan has imported arms worth on average USD 1,072 million per year. The compound annual growth rate of military expenditure is 14 percent from 20072016.

This study contributes to the ongoing debate of aid effectiveness by analyzing case of Pakistan. The motivation of this study is to estimate the impact of foreign aid vis-à-vis conflict on economic growth of Pakistan. The majority of empirical literature on Pakistan has highlighted that foreign aid has been ineffective in promoting economic growth. In this regard, I want to analyze and highlight the role of conflict in aid effectiveness. The rationale of foreign aid states that aid is needed to fill saving-investment gap to accelerate economic growth. However, conflict prone country’s fungible aid issue can divert financial inflows to military and non-development expenditures which results in making aid ineffective to promote economic growth and combating conflict.

Pakistan has long history to be involved in inter-state conflict. At the same time, intrastate conflict has also increased especially after Pakistan involvement in global war on terror. Political instability, high unemployment rate, law and order conditions, unavailability or lack of access to financial and physical resources for general public, low school enrollment rate, low public spending on education sector, religious and ethnic issues can be attributed for increase in conflict in Pakistan. Three major wars with India, increased terrorist attacks in the aftermath of 9/11, and burden of afghan refugees are the main origins of conflict in Pakistan.

IV. ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY AND DATA

Economic growth of any country depends on combination of inputs (labor L, financial and physical capital K) with reference to their elasticities. Availability and responsiveness of inputs enables an economy to increase exportable production (To).

\[ Y = f(L^\alpha, K^\beta) \]
\[ Y = f(L^\alpha, K^\beta, T_{or}) \]
An economy suffering with low financial capital and savings will require foreign assistance to reduce saving investment gap to increase output. This need is rationale behind foreign aid and foreign debt.

\[ Y = f(L^a, K^b, T_0^y, Aid, Debt) \]

The problem emerges when recipient government faces any conflict. To combat that conflict, government divert these financial inflows to reduce the level of conflict. Developing countries, being already faced with low saving-low investment trap, thus look for foreign aid and debt to deal with conflict. Similarly, low revenue (R) collection also leads to increase in foreign assistance and debt dependency. In this study, an index has been constructed to assess the impact of conflict on economic growth. **Construction of Conflict Index of Pakistan**

In this study, I have constructed an index to measure the level of conflict in Pakistan. The value of index implies that higher the value of index, higher the level or intensity of the conflict. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) has used to construct this index. The first component of PCA explains maximum variations of the data, while the second and third components explain the remaining variations. Following literature, I have added refugee burden (Ref), unemployment rate (Ue), drone attacks (Da), fatalities due to conflict (F), education expenditure (Ex), arms imports (Arms), suicide attack and terrorist incidents (ST), intra (Is) and interstate (Ic) conflict in index. The weights of included variables have derived through first principal component as it represents the highest correlation. Finally, weights (\( \hat{\omega} \)) have been assigned through normalizing the values of vector 1. The conflict index used in this analysis is based on the following equation:

**Conflict Index**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Conflict Index} &= \hat{\omega}_1 \text{(Ref)} - \hat{\omega}_2 \text{(EX)} + \hat{\omega}_3 \text{(Ue)} + \hat{\omega}_4 \text{(Da)} + \hat{\omega}_5 \text{(F)} + \hat{\omega}_6 \text{(ST)} \\
&\quad + \hat{\omega}_7 \text{(Is)} + \hat{\omega}_8 \text{(Is)} + \hat{\omega}_9 \text{(Arms)}
\end{align*}
\]

**Conflict Index**

\[
\begin{align*}
&= 0.015 \text{(Ref)} - 0.010 \text{(EX)} + 0.046 \text{(Ue)} + 0.188 \text{(Da)} \\
&\quad + 0.201 F + 0.19 ST + 0.155 Ic + 0.141 Is + 0.168 Arms
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.1 presents historical trend of constructed conflict index. I have also checked the stationarity of this series and reported the results in Table 4.1.

---add figure 4.1----- from annexure

The volatility in conflict index highlights the incidence and intensity of conflict over the long period of time. After the Indo-Pak war (1971), Pakistan faced interstate conflict which resulted in separation of east and west Pakistan. Implementation of nationalization policy increased income inequality, unemployment and poverty in the economy in 1970s. During the same time period, Pakistan economy suffered with flood and drought on almost alternative years. The decline in per capita income and increase in inflation triggered intrastate conflict. After Afghan war, Pakistan economy came under severe pressure when notable amount of Afghan refugees migrated to Pakistan in 1979. This was the time when concept of religious radicalization was pursued and Pakistani Taliban emerged to take part in Afghan war. The aftermath of all was increased inter and intrastate conflict in 1990s and 2000s. The prevalence of conflict peaked
further after the 9/11 attacks and Pakistan’s subsequent joining of global war on terror. Suicide
attacks rattled the cities and garrisons of Pakistan and more than 50,000 lives were lost in a
period of 15 years. Military expenditures also increased tremendously along with heavy arms
imports. The deterioration in law and order situation also resulted in reducing foreign direct
investments decline and below potential GDP growth.

---------Add table 4.1 from annexure------

The Methodology and Empirical Equations
In this study Generalized Method of Moment (GMM) technique has been employed to estimate
the effectiveness of foreign aid in the presence of conflict. Hansen (1982) developed the
generalized method of moments (GMM) model and it has been widely used due to its several
advantages. Particularly, GMM is useful in case of endogenity, Hansen and Tarp (2000), Rajan
and Subramanian (2005) have highlighted the existenc

e of potential endogenity between aid
and economic growth, they have also suggested that GMM methodology is appropriate to
assess the relationship between aid and growth. Specifically, following equations have been
estimated to assess the impact of foreign aid and conflict on Pakistan economy from 1972 to
2017.

\[(\ln Y_{2017} - \ln Y_{1972})_i = a_0 + a_1 \ln(\text{Aid})_i + a_2 \ln(L)_i + a_3 \ln(K)_i + a_4 \ln(To)_i + a_5 (\text{FDI})_i + a_6 \ln(\text{Gx})_i + \mu \] (4.1)

\[(\ln Y_{2017} - \ln Y_{1972})_i = a_0 + a_1 \ln(\text{Conflict})_i + a_2 \ln(L)_i + a_3 \ln(K)_i + a_4 \ln(To)_i + a_5 (\text{FDI})_i + a_6 \ln(\text{Gx})_i + \mu \] (4.2)

\[(\ln Y_{2017} - \ln Y_{1972})_i = a_0 + a_1 \ln(\text{Aid})_i + a_2 \ln(L)_i + a_3 \ln(K)_i + a_4 \ln(To)_i + a_5 (\text{FDI})_i + a_6 \ln(\text{Conflict})_i + a_7 \ln(\text{Gx})_i + \mu \] (4.3)

The dependent variable is real GDP per capita (Y) from 1972-2017. Literature maintains
positive impact of labor, capital and trade openess on economic growth. Here, gross fixed
capital formation series has used as a proxy of capital. While impact of foreign aid and foreign
direct investment on economic growth varies by country’s need and utilization. Following
Burnside and Dollar (2000), an aid-conflict interactive term has constructed in equation (4.4).
This term implies that aid inflows associated to conflict have impact on economic growth of
Pakistan. By rearranging equation (4.3), following equations assess the impact of aid inflows
associated to conflict on economic growth.

\[a_4 \ln(To)_i + a_5 (\text{FDI})_i + a_6 \ln(\text{Gx})_i + \mu \] (4.4)

\[\text{term}) + a_2 \ln(L)_i + a_3 \ln(K)_i + \]

\[a_5 (\text{FDI})_i + a_6 \ln(\text{Aid Conflict})_i + a_7 \ln(\text{Gx})_i + \mu \] (4.5)  To

check the robustness of results, I have re-estimated the equations 4.3 & 4.4 through Fully
Modified OLS method.

Arms Trade and Military Expenditure
When government faces conflict, military expenses (M) increases along with non-development
expenditures (Gc). Literature also highlight that revenue collection in developing countries are
far lower than their expenditures and situation get even worse when there is a conflict. In the
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presence of any war or conflict, government diverts its financial resources from development avenues to military expenditures to fight conflict. Considering that economic welfare (W) is a function of government spending, following equations express the consumption pattern of government:

$$W = f(Gd, Gc, M)$$

Maximize \( W(Gd, Gc, M) = G_d^\alpha, G_c^\beta, M^\gamma \) \--------- (4 a)

Revenue collection in developing and low income countries are usually lower than public sector expenditures, hence

$$R \leq (P_a Gd + P_c Gc + P_m M)$$ Here,
the need for aid arises to fill income-expenditure gap.

$$R + \text{Aid} = P_a Gd + P_c Gc + P_m M \text{------- (4 b)}$$

By using (3.1) and (3.2), the langrangian will be

$$L = G_d^\alpha, G_c^\beta, M^\gamma + \lambda(R + \text{Aid} - P_a Gd - P_c Gc - P_m M)$$

Here, \( G_d \) and \( G_c \) are threshold levels of public expenditures and \( M \) is threshold level of military expenditures to fight conflict. By normalizing (4 a), I get

Maximize \( W(Gd, Gc) = \alpha \ln(Gd - G_d) + \beta \ln(Gc - G_c) + \gamma \ln(M - M) \) \--------- (4 c)

Following first order condition, I have

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial Gd} = \frac{\alpha}{(Gd - G_d)} - \lambda P_a - \lambda P_m$$

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial Gc} = \frac{\beta}{(Gc - G_c)} - \lambda P_c - \lambda P_m$$

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial M} = \frac{\gamma}{(M - M)} - \lambda P_a - \lambda P_m$$

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial \lambda} = R + \text{Aid} - P_a Gd - P_c Gc - P_m M$$

by solving for \( Gd, Gc, M \) and langrangian multiplier \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \lambda)\), I get

$$Gd^* = \frac{\lambda P_a + \lambda P_m}{\lambda}$$

$$Gc^* = \frac{\beta P_c + \lambda P_m + \lambda P_d}{\lambda}$$

$$M^* = \frac{\gamma P_c}{\alpha + \beta + \gamma}$$

After substituting the values of \( Gd, Gc \) and \( M \) in langrangian multiplier, I get

$$Gd^* = \frac{\lambda P_a + \lambda P_m}{\lambda}$$

$$Gc^* = \frac{\beta P_c + \lambda P_m + \lambda P_d}{\lambda}$$

$$M^* = \frac{\gamma P_c}{\alpha + \beta + \gamma}$$

This optimal value of military expenditures expresses the expenditures on arms imports, internally displaced people’s insurances, resettlement cost in operation area and cost of maintaining desirable level of military soldiers and equipment to fight conflict. This cannot be financed solely from revenue, increase in these expenditures demand more aids and debts. Pakistan, being part of war on terror, also utilized coalition support funds to finance these exponentially increased military expenditures since 2007.
In presence of conflict, military expenditure increases so as arms trade. Following equation asserts that impact of conflict on arms imports (AT) in case of Pakistan.

\[
(\text{AT}_{2017} - \text{AT}_{1972})_i = a_0 + a_1(\text{Aid})_i + a_2 \ln(\text{Conflict})_i + a_3(\text{CSF})_i + a_4(\text{M})_i + \mu \tag{4.6}
\]

Since 9/11, Pakistan received coalition support fund (CSF) to fight conflict, and therefore I have used dummy for CSF in this analysis. In Equation (4.6), I have replaced conflict index with inter and intra state conflict.

**Data Source and Variables**

V. **ESTIMATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This study has empirically assessed the aid effectiveness in case of Pakistan. This study has employed GMM methodology to analyze the dynamics of foreign aid, conflict and economic growth. The results in Table 5.1 show the negative association between foreign aid inflows and economic growth; one percent increase in foreign aid inflows leads to 0.07 percent decrease in economic growth. The robustness of the result is examined in Table 5.1. Foreign aid has consistently negative coefficient. Findings of this study are consistent with the results of Doucouliagos and Martins (2005), Javid and Qayyum (2011), Rajan and Subramanian (2005) also state that aid inflows can reduce competitiveness of the country which can result in low exportable production, hence, low economic growth. Another reason behind this finding can be Pakistan’s reliance on bilateral aid. Baure (1982) and Radelet (2006) emphasized that bilateral aid is mostly politically motivated aid and not for economic needs of economy. Existence of corruption and political instability can also be contributing factors in making aid ineffective. In this analysis, I have empirically estimated the impact of conflict on foreign growth relationship. Results of Eq. 4.3 show that in the presence of conflict, aid reduces economic growth by 0.05 percent. Similarly, conflict negatively effects economic growth by 0.07 percent when aid sent to conflict prone Pakistan economy.

The results of equation (4.4) suggest that aid inflows associated to conflict control also portrayed negative impact on Pakistan economy. Aid affiliated to conflict decreased economic growth by 0.01 percent. This result is also in line with existing literature. As many studies suggested that aid provided to fight conflict can further boost the level and intensity of conflict (Narrang, 2015, Strandow et al. 2016).

To check the robustness of results, I have re-estimated Eq. 4.3 through Fully Modified Ordinary Least Square (FMOLS) method. The results presented in Table 5.2 are consistent with the results of GMM estimations. The coefficients and signs of control variables are also steady throughout the analysis. As highlighted in the literature, labor force, trade openness, and gross fixed capital formation have significantly positive impact on economic growth of Pakistan. However, foreign direct investment has negative impact on economic wellbeing; historically Pakistan has experienced that the most of the foreign direct investment did not bring technology to Pakistan and this eventually resulted in capital flight out of the economy. This result is also consistent the results of Adewumi (2007) and Rahman (2015).
Findings of this study show that existing conflict has significantly negative impact on economic growth of Pakistan even in the absence of foreign aid in Eq 4.2. This also suggest robustness of findings. Results presented in Table 5.1 show that one percent increase in conflict reduces economic growth rate by 0.14% in Pakistan. These results are in line with findings of Polachek and Sevastianova (2012). They state that annual economic growth reduces by 0.01-0.13 percentage points if there is any ongoing civil war. Similarly, interstate conflict reduces growth by 0.18-2.77 percentage points. As Pakistan has been suffering with both inter and intra state conflicts, findings of negative association between growth and conflict are per expectation. Also, the findings have supported the construction of index. All the employed variables in index have meaningful relationship with emergence of conflict in Pakistan. For instance, literature maintains that inflow of refugees leads to increase in ethnic conflict (Newland, 1993). Similarly, Brown (1993) states that refugee burden increases security cost and military expenditures. After an increase in refugee burden since 1979, Pakistan has faced a tremendous rise in interstate as well as intrastate and ethnic conflict. Considering limited fiscal space due to low revenue mobilization, Pakistan had to seek foreign aid to accommodate refugees. According to Gearon (2013), reduction in education expenditures leads to increase in terrorism. Unesco’s report also suggests that education attainment can prevent a country from extremisms and terrorism. Pakistan has received a handsome amount of multilateral aid to finance education sector expenditures.

Cramer (2011) presents a generous literature to establish positive relationship between conflict and unemployment. Due to high level of unemployment, more people get involve in violent conflict. The cost of this conflict is reduction in economic growth and further increment in unemployment. Mandel (1998) states that conflict has an economic cost. Increase in arms imports reduces development expenditure of developing countries. However, this arms trade has positive impact on supplier’s economic growth. Craft and Smaldone (2003) maintain positive relationship between arms trade and conflict. They also find negative impact of war and arms’ imports on economic growth of sub-Saharan Africa. In case of Pakistan, fighting conflict results in an increase in arms imports so as aid requirement. Drone attacks increased cost of settlement and insurance for Pakistan. Pakistan has lost number of soldier and personals in interstate and intrastate conflict, which results in increase in transfer payment burden on government.

Findings of this study show that aid-conflict interactive term also has negative impact on economic growth. Historically, most of the aid provided to Pakistan was associated to refuge settlement, conflict mitigation or to finance war on terror. The aid has not been provided to fill the saving-investment gap or to promote economic growth. Since aid inflows coincide with conflict, it has negative impact on Pakistan’s economic growth. This study has empirically estimated the association of conflict with arms imports in case of Pakistan. Results in Table 5.3 indicate that due to increase in conflict, arms imports have significantly increased in Pakistan. One percent increase in conflict leads to 1.6 percent increase in arms imports, enlarging the military expenditures ultimately. While, coalition support funds and aid to fight terrorism has insignificantly positive association with arms imports. It can also be assessed that arms imports have significantly increased due to interstate conflict and intrastate conflict have insignificant positive association with arms imports in case of Pakistan.
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This study has contributed in aid effectiveness literature by analyzing the role of conflict. Results of this study show that at the time of the conflict, the aid inflows are rendered ineffective. One explanation could be that most of the aid flows make their way towards military expenditures at the time of conflict. Further, without restoring the prevailing law and order condition in a country, the developmental activities being aimed by the aid inflows are also not properly pursued. A case in point is US aid inflows towards Pakistan for development expenditures on account of Kerry-Lugar support program. The aid inflows prove to be ineffective since the law and order situation was not conducive for any development activities. The policy implication for both donor and recipient of aid is to first direct their efforts towards reducing conflict in the country.
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## Annexure

### Figure 4.1: Conflict Index in Pakistan

![Graph showing conflict index in Pakistan over years](image)

### Table 4.1 Unit Root Test of Conflict Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic</td>
<td>-3.8418</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test critical values:</td>
<td>1% level</td>
<td>-3.5925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% level</td>
<td>-2.9314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% level</td>
<td>-2.6039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Variables and Data Source (1972-2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Per capital GDP (USD, Constant)</td>
<td>World Bank, (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>Trade Openness (% of GDP)</td>
<td>State Bank of Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Military Spending, (million, USD)</td>
<td>SIPRI Military Database(2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Arms Imports, (million, USD)</td>
<td>SIPRI Military Database(2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 : Foreign Aid, Conflict and Economic Growth Dynamics in Pakistan (GMM methodology estimators)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable : GDP Per Capita : Sample 1972-2017</th>
<th>Eq 4.1</th>
<th>Eq 4.2</th>
<th>Eq 4.3</th>
<th>Eq 4.4</th>
<th>Eq 4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.7556</td>
<td>1.3421</td>
<td>2.5233</td>
<td>1.1246</td>
<td>1.5688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>(0.0033)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0013)</td>
<td>(0.0054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Aid % GDP</td>
<td>-0.0796</td>
<td>-0.0516</td>
<td>-0.0245</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0012)</td>
<td>(0.0748)</td>
<td>(0.435)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Force</td>
<td>0.8092</td>
<td>0.8904</td>
<td>0.8448</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Fixed Capital Formation % of GDP</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
<td>0.2823</td>
<td>0.1085</td>
<td>0.2466</td>
<td>0.2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0809</td>
<td>(0.0082)</td>
<td>(0.0331)</td>
<td>(0.0017)</td>
<td>(0.0022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment % GDP</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
<td>-0.0203</td>
<td>-0.0130</td>
<td>-0.0270</td>
<td>-0.0208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.8488)</td>
<td>(0.0736)</td>
<td>(0.3005)</td>
<td>(0.0376)</td>
<td>(0.1404)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Openness</td>
<td>0.3508</td>
<td>0.4237</td>
<td>0.5059</td>
<td>0.4908</td>
<td>0.3608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0323)</td>
<td>(0.0156)</td>
<td>(0.0079)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Expenditure % GDP</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.5126)</td>
<td>(0.1425)</td>
<td>(0.8671)</td>
<td>(0.2706)</td>
<td>(0.0071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Conflict Index)</td>
<td>-0.0814</td>
<td>-0.0753</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0911)</td>
<td>(0.0503)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid-Conflict Interactive term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0108</td>
<td>-0.0090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0149)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Diagnostics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prob (J-Stats)</th>
<th>0.2499</th>
<th>0.253</th>
<th>0.1563</th>
<th>0.4058</th>
<th>0.4648</th>
<th>R-Square</th>
<th>0.9814</th>
<th>0.9715</th>
<th>0.9820</th>
<th>0.9779</th>
<th>0.9769</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.W</td>
<td>1.5650</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>1.5590</td>
<td>2.2177</td>
<td>2.2746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p-values are in parenthesis, *
* denotes insignificance.

#### Table 5.2: Foreign Aid, Conflict and Economic Growth Dynamics in Pakistan (Fully Modified OLS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: GDP Per Capita: Sample 1972-2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eq 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Aid % GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Fixed Capital Formation % of GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment % GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Expenditures (% of GDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid-Conflict Interactive term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagnostics

| R-Square | 0.9868 | 0.9842 |
| Adjusted R-squared | 0.9843 | 0.9817 |
| ADF test- Residuals | (0.0000) | (0.0000) |

Note: p-values are in parenthesis

#### Table 5.3: Foreign Aid, Conflict and Arms Imports Dynamics in Pakistan
### Dependent Variable: Arms Imports (growth rate) sample (1972-2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eq 4.5</th>
<th>Eq 4.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>13.1715</td>
<td>14.3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>(0.0047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Expenditure (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.2365</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0415)</td>
<td>(0.0113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Index</td>
<td>1.6523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Aid (% GDP)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0810)</td>
<td>(0.6852)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Conflict</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrastate Conflict</td>
<td>0.5394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.7072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalition Support Fund</td>
<td>0.3835</td>
<td>0.0859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2114)</td>
<td>(0.9404)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Diagnostics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eq 4.5</th>
<th>Eq 4.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-Square</td>
<td>0.7956</td>
<td>0.8121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob( J-Stats)</td>
<td>0.5742</td>
<td>0.3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.W stats</td>
<td>2.0565</td>
<td>1.8530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p-values are in parenthesis